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ActMask Document Converter X [Updated] 2022

ActMask Document Converter X allows you to convert the
file formats, such as.doc,.wri,.txt,.ppt,.xls,.mdb,.jpg,.tif,.png,
etc to PDF, JPG, PNG, BMP, EMF, SPL, TGA, PCX, etc in
a few minutes, so you can view them in any computer. It
supports Auto Save, Template and Auto Print. Software
Downloads Software downloads related to ActMask
Document Converter X More downloads related to ActMask
Document Converter X Sorted by Popularity ActMask
Document Converter X Latest Version Summary: ActMask
Document Converter X is an easy to use PDF to rtf converter
for Microsoft Windows and.TXT to Microsoft Word
converter. It will also convert directly from Microsoft Word
to.txt format. Program features include: Às a PDF converter,
can convert different PDF file formats: PDF/a,
PDF/a+PDF/A, PDF/A, PDF/A-1, PDF/A-2, PDF/A-3,
PDF/AA, PDF/A-E, PDF/AN, PDF/AOC, PDF/A-N,
PDF/A-S, PDF/A-1B, PDF/A-2B, PDF/A-3B, PDF/A-C,
PDF/A-C-A, PDF/A-E2, PDF/A-F, PDF/A-I, PDF/A-J,
PDF/A-L, PDF/A-J2, PDF/A-K, PDF/A-U, PDF/E,
PDF/E2, PDF/EC, PDF/E-B, PDF/L, PDF/L2, PDF/OU,
PDF/OC, PDF/RE, PDF/SI, PDF/L3 Às a.TXT to.DOC
converter, can convert different.TXT file formats: Text,
TXT, TXT2, TXT3, TXT4, TXT5, TXT6, TXT7, TXT8,
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TXT9, TXT10, TXT11, TXT12, TXT13, TXT14, TXT15,
TXT16, TXT17, TXT18, TXT19, TXT20, TXT21, TXT

ActMask Document Converter X Crack + Patch With Serial Key Free

ActMask Document Converter X Cracked Accounts is a
powerful and cost-effective tool that allows you to convert
from XMS Office
Document,.txt,.wri,.doc,.ppt,.xls,.htm,.jpg,.bmp etc. to PDF,
JPG, PNG, BMP, EMF, SPL, TIF, TGA, PCX by printing to
ActMask Document Converter Printer simply from any
Windows application.ActMask Document Converter X Crack
Mac is the World's 1st document converter that will Print to
Real Printer as a Printer. * The converted file is PDF, JPG,
or PNG, so that you can do anything with them. * The output
is created for you with high quality, and you do not need to
worry about the resolution of the output format. * With
ActMask Document Converter X Free Download, you can
convert any type of documents and save them to your hard
drive. * You can convert documents to PDF, JPG, or PNG by
using your printer. * You can set the original resolution of the
PDF. * You can set font embedded in PDF documents. *
You can encrypt PDF and other files. * The processing time
is very short. * The online help system is very easy to use.
What's New: * Update to version 2.2. The version 2.1 is not
supported. - How to Use: * "Open" menu button, click
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"Advanced Settings", you can set the filename, properties,
like font embedding or encryption. * "Save" menu button,
click "Create", you can open the target format settings. *
"Exit" menu button, click "Close", Exit the application. -
Features: * Supports many types of XMS Office Document,
*.txt, *.wri, *.doc, *.ppt, *.xls, *.htm, *.jpg, *.bmp, *.tif,
*.gif, *.png, *.pcx, *.emf, *.tga, *.spl, *.spli, *.smal, *.xmi,
*.wks, *.ppm, *.jpeg, *.emf, *.jpg, *.jpg2000, *.png, *.bmp,
*.tif, *.tga, *.pcx, *.emf, *.gif, *.png, *.spl, *.spli, *.jpeg,
*.emf, *.bmp. * Supports 09e8f5149f
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ActMask Document Converter X Crack Product Key

ActMask Document Converter is an inexpensive and simple
application that can be converted to any file format, for
example,.pdf,.jpg,.png,.gif,.tiff, etc.With this powerful and
easy-to-use application, you can easily convert Word DOC,
Excel DOC, PowerPoint DOC, Access DOC, PowerPoint
PPT, RTF text, image, PDF, etc. to any format. It supports
batch conversion of Excel DOC, Word DOC, PowerPoint
DOC, Access DOC, PowerPoint PPT, RTF text, image, PDF,
etc. to any format. More and more frequently, user needs to
convert various files like Excel DOC, Word DOC,
PowerPoint DOC, Access DOC, PowerPoint PPT, RTF text,
image, PDF, etc. into any of the formats.The application is a
free download and there are no registration, updates or
subscription required. Key Features of ActMask Document
Converter X: Convert Word DOC, PowerPoint DOC, Access
DOC, PowerPoint PPT, RTF text, image, PDF, TIFF, GIF,
JPG to any formats. A powerful batch convertor for various
file formats. Multi-language support, now available in the
official site. Supports various conversion of the files,
powerful to transfer and store. An all-in-one solution for
converting any of the file formats. Save time and effort, just
print a file and ActMask Document Converter will convert to
the PDF file, image file, etc. Completely free, the
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requirements are no higher than the requirements of the
system. Conversion process with simple settings and you can
enjoy your own file. A simple package, even the novice can
use it. Advantages of using ActMask Document Converter:
The process of converting Word DOC, PowerPoint DOC,
Access DOC, PowerPoint PPT, RTF text, image, PDF, TIFF,
GIF, JPG to any formats is simple and can be done
immediately.You can design, edit and create many different
formats of different files, Word DOC, PowerPoint DOC,
Access DOC, PowerPoint PPT, RTF text, image, PDF, TIFF,
GIF, JPG and then convert them at any time to any formats,
even to PDF, JPG, PNG, BMP, EMF, TIF, TGA, PCX. You
can add a text in Word DOC, PowerPoint DOC, Access
DOC, PowerPoint PPT, RTF text

What's New In ActMask Document Converter X?

ActMask Document Converter is easy to use software
application, It can convert pdf, rtf, xls, doc, docx, xlsx, image
formats to PDF, JPG, PNG, BMP, EMF, TIF, TGA, PCX.
ActMask Document Converter X allows you to convert pdf,
rtf, xls, doc, docx, xlsx, image formats in one single step.
ActMask Document Converter's conversion process is done
with minimal user interaction. ActMask Document Converter
X is designed to work with any printer and any standard
monochrome or color printer.No previous knowledge of
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programming or of programming languages is necessary to
make ActMask Document Converter work on your computer.
ActMask Document Converter has a fast and easy to use
conversion toolbar interface that makes it quick and easy to
start. ActMask Document Converter software is designed for
general use in office environments and conversion of any
format to any standard format. It does not require deep
technical knowledge in order to use, and can be used by
everyone. ActMask Document Converter is a fast and easy to
use software tool that can be used to quickly convert image
formats to any standard formats ActMask Document
Converter can convert from XMS Office
Document,.txt,.wri,.doc,.ppt,.xls,.htm,.jpg,.bmp etc. to PDF,
JPG, PNG, BMP, EMF, SPL, TIF, TGA, PCX by printing to
ActMask Document Converter Printer simply from any
Windows application. ActMask Document Converter X
offers you a superb set of features to convert any file to any
other standard format, in a single action. You do not need to
go through long and difficult settings to get a desired result.
ActMask Document Converter X is an easy to use application
that permits you to convert files as soon as you print them
without having to think for hours. ActMask Document
Converter X is designed to work with any printer and any
standard monochrome or color printer. It is a document
converter which can convert any document file format like
JPG, PNG, BMP, TIF, TGA, EMF, SPL, PCX, PDF to TXT,
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RTF, DICT, DOC, DOCX, XLS, XLSX, PPT, WRI, PDF,
HTML, HTML2, M
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System Requirements:

PC: Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8 Minimum RAM: 1GB 64-bit
OS Minimum HDD: 6GB Maximum HDD: 40GB All 3D
Graphics Card: 512 MB or higher Sound Card: USB Port
Mac: Mac OS 10.4.11 or higher All 3D Graphics Card: 256
MB or higher
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